FORMULA FOR
INSPIRING
GREATNESS
HOW TO ELEVATE TEACHING
AND LEARNING OUTCOMES
WITH TECHNOLOGY.

GREATNESS
(GRĀTNƏS)
THE STATE OF SUCCESS AND FULFILLMENT
STUDENTS ATTAIN BY FINDING AND
DEVELOPING THEIR SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE,
AS WELL AS THEIR PASSION AND CHARACTER.

We get it.
Learning technology decisions are overwhelming.
We know you want the best for your students and teachers. Your budget
is limited, and yet, you have a virtually unlimited selection of classroom
interactive displays, devices and software. There are competing priorities
and opinions to weigh, plus some of the EdTech you’ve tried in the past
hasn’t made much of a difference. You expect your investment to boost
student achievement.
SMART representatives are here to help you choose technology that
elevates teaching and learning outcomes. When you inspire greatness
with classroom technology grounded in pedagogy, improved outcomes
for your students, teachers and schools are sure to follow.

Sincerely,

Your friends at SMART
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WHY ARE EDTECH
RESULTS MIXED?
Because investing in more classroom technology
doesn’t always guarantee better student outcomes.

Your schools are

•
•
•

342%

Some classroom technology isn’t used.
Some classroom technology doesn’t enhance
existing teaching practices.
Some teachers don’t know how to improve
student outcomes with classroom technology.

“

more likely to achieve outstanding
success when using teaching best
practices and technology frequently.

RESEARCH RESULTS

In 2015 the OECD
found no link between
what countries spend on IT in
schools and their 15-year-olds’
abilities in maths, science
and reading.

So, how do we
achieve better
outcomes?

To find out, SMART
initiated a global study
titled Teaching, Technology
and Learning: Understanding
the Interconnection.

According to the research, the highest success comes from great teaching
practices, complemented by software and hardware, in that order.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Ensures teacher adoption and ROI

Roles

Geographic Distribution

More than 400 survey respondents

Highest number of responses: United
States, United Kingdom, Germany,
Canada, Netherlands and Sweden. 26
other countries were also represented.

20%
2%

55%

23%
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Specialists

Administrators and IT professionals

Other

Educators

PHASE 1.
TEACHING
PRACTICES
The right modes and
methods of instruction

PHASE 3.
HARDWARE

>

PHASE 2.
SOFTWARE
Enhances your existing
pedagogy

>

Made for your
classrooms

=

SUCCESS &
OUTCOMES
Inspire Greatness in
students
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TEACHING PRACTICES
Innovating from the classroom level up
SMART solutions are grounded in the latest pedagogies and insights gathered from
classrooms around the world. SMART helps teachers mesh and enhance their
teaching practices with technology. The first stage of the implementation
process involves building a strategy to support teaching practices and meet
the needs of your students. From there, we’ll work with you to implement
a technology-enhanced curriculum that helps students develop the
social, emotional and cognitive skills they’ll need to succeed.

Research & Development
We have over 120 research and development personnel dedicated solely to creating
education products that are intuitive and easy to use. Our user experience team spends
100s of hours in classrooms every year to understand your educators’ and students’ needs.

SMART Exemplary Educators
The SMART Exemplary Educators (SEEs) are a community of over 1,800
educators from 40 different countries united by a passion for teaching and SMART Technology.
SEEs in your region are a great resource for classroom insights, timesaving tips and helpful
advice for teachers in your schools.

Education Consulting
We’ll empower teachers in your schools with the tools they need to motivate
and engage students, and achieve specific learning objectives.
Efficacy & Implementation Team
SMART’s Efficacy & Implementation Team (EIM) team will help your schools enhance
teaching practices by leveraging existing technology. EIM’s custom programs follow the
ADDIE methodology:
• Helping teachers support student outcomes
• Needs-based training to meet goals
• Validating success based on data
Objective Setting
• Create a needs-based implementation plan
After identifying and analyzing your technology performance requirements, we craft
a plan for your schools to meet your intended outcomes and goals.
• Plan and deliver long-term professional development
Pedagogically relevant training shows you how to enhance learning and teach
technology skills from basic all the way up to advanced techniques.
• Assess effectiveness and showcase results
We proactively identify potential obstacles and adjust our approach to continuously
improve outcomes. Case studies based on qualitative and quantitative results from
your schools will highlight your return on investment.
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SOFTWARE
Enhancing pedagogy with technology
The second phase of the implementation process involves matching learning objectives
to complementary SMART software. SMART Learning Suite comes with the SMART
Notebook teachers love and so much more. SMART software encourages your
students to take charge of their own learning and complete assignments at their
own pace. It also gives teachers the tools they need to identify which students
are thriving and which students need extra attention. SMART Learning Suite
supports all types of pedagogies, learning styles and wireless devices.
It’s a revolutionary way to spark student engagement.

SMART Learning Suite

SMART software
evolves based
on teacher insights
and classroom
research.

Teachers create
interactive lessons
in only minutes
with SMART
Learning Suite.

SMART solutions
are easy to use starting
on day one.
Teachers can guide instruction based on
real-time insight into student understanding

Teachers teach
their own way. We’ll
show them how to
enhance their
existing pedagogy.
Integrate all sorts of devices that students
love into lessons.
1000s of free, interactive lessons made
by teachers are available through SMART
Exchange®.

SMART Notebook®
Interactive lessons

SMART response® 2
Formative assessments

SMART Notebook is the world’s most popular
classroom software. Students love how easy it is to
work together at the board, and all the multi-media
capabilities. Teachers love how little time it takes to
create interactive lessons that engage students in
endless ways.

SMART response 2 assessments are the answer for
quick and effective formative quizzes to check student
understanding on the fly. When students take quizzes
on devices and teachers get results instantly, instruction
is guided based on comprehension gaps.

SMART lab™
Game-based activities
SMART game-based activities make class time so
much fun your students won’t know they’re learning.
Colourful character graphics hold attention, while
collaborative game play helps students’ social and
emotional skills develop.

SMART amp™
Cloud workspaces
Crank up student collaboration inside your classroom
and beyond with SMART workspaces. Students can
add images, videos and website links to collaborative
workspaces that are accessible from anywhere on all
sorts of wireless devices. Teachers can follow along and
contribute too. When students have a question, they
can contact teachers and each other through amp chat.

SMART Learning Suite Online
Mobilize learning
SMART Learning Suite Online lets teachers open
SMART Notebook lessons anywhere, and share them to
any student device. When every student in your schools
has their own copy of lessons, they can complete
assignments and learn at their own pace.
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HARDWARE
Where interactive lessons come alive
SMART Boards are purpose built for the classroom. The third phase of the
implementation process involves selecting SMART Boards to connect lesson content,
software and student devices. We invented the touch-screen experience that opened
up a whole new dimension for education. You can feel the ultra-smooth difference.
The latest generation of SMART Boards enable students to collaborate at the
board and on devices in ways no competing interactive display can. First we
invented the classroom interactive display. Now we’re reinventing the
classroom experience in ways that engage and inspire students to
become leaders.

Simultaneous Tool Differentiation

Only on
SMART Boards

Simultaneous Tool Differentiation lets students’
pens, erasers and fingertips all work on the
board at the same time. There’s no waiting and
more time for real collaboration.

iQ technology makes everything one
touch away
All-in-one SMART Boards with iQ let teachers
switch with a tap on the board, from writing on a
digital whiteboard to showing a video, presenting
a lesson to surfing the Internet, without the need
for an extra computer. Lesson transitions are
seamless. Ways to engage students are endless.

Object awareness®
Fingers select. Pens write. Palms erase. SMART Boards know the difference
automatically. Students stay on task because teachers don’t have to switch
between tools.

Pen ID™

Teachers see answers written in up to four different colours at the same time
with Pen ID. It makes it easy for students to work together on different parts
of the same project.

SMART Board®
displays and SMART
Podium™ come with
a one-year SMART
Learning Suite
subscription.

The Latest SMART Board Line-up

Accessories

SMART Board® 6000 & 7000 series with iQ
Inspire Greatness

SMART Audio™
More listening. More learning.

More tools. More convenience. The most precise
writing experience. SMART Board 6000 & 7000 series
with iQ are classroom technology hubs, connecting
SMART Boards, software and interactive lesson content.
Only on SMART displays, multiple students can do
different things at the same time. That means students
spend more time collaborating at the board, and less
time waiting for their turn.

Distribute sound clearly to every desk with SMART
Audio classroom amplification system. When students
can hear lessons clearly, they stay on task and
learn more.

SMART Board® 2000 series (non-touch)
Share everything
Wireless screen-sharing and non-touch design
make the 2000 series perfect for showing lessons
and presentations. The 2000 series encourages
students to participate in lessons from anywhere
using all sorts of devices.

SMART Document Camera™
Remix reality
Capture images, video and audio that turn everyday
objects into exciting multimedia materials. It’s an
exciting new way to engage students.

SMART Podium™
Power up presentations
SMART Podium lets you interact with digital content and
write on the touch-enabled pen display’s surface, while
projecting your work onto a large screen or SMART
Board® interactive display.

Wireless screen share
No apps. No cables. No extra computer. Teachers and students can share
any Android, Apple and Windows device without wires slowing them down.
Fewer pauses in lessons keep students focused.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Better trained teachers. Better outcomes.
Ongoing professional development is essential for technology adoption. Successful student
outcomes begin with teachers who feel confident using the full capabilities of SMART Boards
and software. At the same time, research shows the best results come from professional
development programs that extend beyond using technology into teaching best
practices. SMART Global Professional Development ensures that teachers from all
technology skill levels are successful at enhancing lessons beginning on day
one. Professional development programs are tailored to specific teaching
styles, build on technology skills and support transformational learning.

“

Teacher training is considered the
fundamental basis of technology
in the classroom. The aim is to
provide teachers with knowledge
and strategies that allow a
methodological change.
Jose Luis Rey, CEIP Tierra de Pinares
Valladolid, Spain

Complimentary Professional Development

IN-PERSON
TRAINING AND
CERTIFICATION

SMART tailors professional development and implementations for schools. These
programs help to ensure teachers feel confident using technology and see improvements
in student outcomes.
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SMART’s Efficacy & Implementation
Team will follow up to ensure
professional development programs
support your schools’ goals and
learning objectives.

SMART Training Centers

SMART Certified Trainers

Where to go for all levels of training

Experts who can teach your teachers

SMART Online Courses

SMART Tech2Tech Network

SMART offers free, online courses on topics ranging
from specific SMART Board and SMART learning Suite
skills up to SMART Certified Trainer. These courses let
teachers learn new ways to make learning fun at their
own pace.

The SMART Tech2Tech network produces
YouTube videos for IT and system administrators,
covering topics like configuration and installation,
software customization and deployment, and
troubleshooting techniques.

The SMART Exchange®

SMART Community

SMART Exchange has thousands of free
Notebook lesson plans, lab activities and more
available to download. When teachers are short
of time, it’s a lifesaver.

Post your SMART Board® and SMART Learning Suite
questions on the support discussion board to get
advice from SMART users and experts.

SMART Ed2Ed YouTube Channel
Produced by educators for educators, the SMART
ed2ed bi-weekly webinar series shows teachers how
to create all sorts of lessons and activities.
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SUCCESS
& OUTCOMES

INSPIRE
GREATNESS

Technology-enhanced pedagogy delivers better results

Greatness exists in every student. It’s up to us
to help them discover and develop it. The right
technology, used in the right way, inspires students
to search for their unique greatness. Together, we
can help students in your schools find it.

Technology is the pen and paper of the connected age. Around the world,
educators who implement SMART technology effectively are seeing
measurable improvements across all subjects and grade levels.

Examples of Cognitive Learning Outcomes
Quicker and more accurate Math skills:

55%
69%

increase in addition &
increase in subtraction

18.4%

increase in
overall average on state English language
development test.
Valley View Elementary School

Rolling Ridge Elementary

31%

14%

Oak Grove Elementary School

Espoo International School

increase in the total
percentage pass rate in Science scores on
state standardized tests.

increase in the total
percentage pass rate in Science scores on
state standardized tests.

Examples of Social Emotional Learning Outcomes

“
“
“

I found my passion and learned
what I’m good at.
Cassie, Canada

These are just a few of the
many examples of students
and schools that found
their greatness through
a winning combination of
teaching best practices
and technology.

My whole team thinks that
they can change the world
Jocelyn, United States of America

Robots. Driverless cars. Coding.
Our learners need to be part of that world.
Panyaza Lesufi, South Africa
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ENSURE YOUR
EDTECH DECISIONS
ELEVATE LEARNING
OUTCOMES
smarttech.com/betteroutcomes
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